How to tell if a car fuse is bad

Though every car has a different system, all modern cars have fuses. In this article, we will
show you the way to find and change a blown fuse in car. Just like many other appliances, the
purpose of fuses in cars is to protect the electrical system within. The basic components of a
fuse are one fuse element and two terminals. And the fuse itself works as a bridge between the
vehicle and the particular system. For example, often drivers unintentionally make the system
unworkable using multiple accessories at the same time. In order to change these fuses, you
need to locate the exact position of the fuse that malfunctioned. Just follow the fuse diagram on
the fuse box cover. Older cars, generally, have two fuse boxes. The first one is located under
the hood. It associated with the larger system in the car, mostly are the transmission and the
engine. The manual will also tell you about the electrical systems dependent on the fuses. There
are two ways to find the fuse panel, depend on different cars. You need to check under the
steering wheel where they are usually be placed. When you see the fuse panel, take the cover
out carefully to not affect the interior of the panel. After taking out the cover, a wide range of
numbers, wires and buttons with different colors will be displayed. A blown fuse will usually be
dark and or has a broken metal inside. As soon as you detect the faulty fuse, pull the receiving
terminals firmly to remove it. Usually, you can dismantle a fuse using bare hands; in some
cases, however, you may have to use a fuse puller tool inside the fuse box. You should remove
any fuse with signs of clouding or residue. Now, push back the new fuse into the receiving
terminals correctly. The new fuse should have the same amperage as the last one. Never use a
fuse with higher amperage than recommended. You will end up damaging more expensive
accessories, only to save a little fuse! Cars commonly use fuses with the following capacity: 30
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fuse is the only protection your radio, lights, and other electrical components have. That's a
good thing, but it implies that there was something wrong elsewhere in the circuit. Due to the
way fuses are engineered, the likelihood that a fuse would become faulty without blowing is
pretty slim, but there are rare instances in which a fuse might appear completely fine, even
though no current runs through it. The most common types of automotive fuse are the blade
fuse the mini fuse though the mini is really just a smaller version of the blade. The two terminals
or blades that go into each end of the fuse are only connected to each other in the middle by
copper, silver, aluminum, zinc or some other alloy that can predictably maintain continuity for
many years. The material inside the fuse must be able to handle its rated current capacity, and
the center connecting element must respond to the slightest overdraw of current by melting
rapidly. The electrical circuits in your vehicle are designed to carry a very particular electrical
load the battery to the components. The size of the wire and amperage rating of the fuse is
determined by the current draw created by the connected electronics. Changing the
components in the circuit can have an unpredictable effect on the amperage and resistance in
the circuit, which is why you never jump to a higher fuse and never add extra electronics like
lights or a radio that were not a part of the vehicle's original design. If there is a fault with one of
your components or a short in the circuit, the extra current draw will likely exceed the amperage
rating of the wire. This can cause the wire to melt and perhaps even catch fire. Each fuse in your
fuse box is designed to fail when the circuit is overloaded. The amount of time it takes for the
fuse to blow varies depending on the material used in the center of the fuse and the amount of
overload in the circuit. When there is excessive current, heat is generated and the center of the
fuse melts and breaks the circuit to prevent further damage down the line. In many cases, you
may be able to just replace the blown fuse and move on, because whatever caused the
excessive draw was temporary or only created a momentary surge. Remove the fuse that you
suspect to be blown and visually inspect the center element through the case. The melting
action often causes discoloration of the case, and the center element should have an obvious
break. Another thing to check: Look for a small square opening on the top of the fuse above
each blade. Set a multimeter to the continuity setting and probe these openings with your
multimeter leads and see if there is continuity through the center portion of the fuse. If there is

little-to-no continuity, the fuse is bad and needs to be replaced. This is a good test to double
check a fuse that is not a part of the car's circuit, but do not test the fuse while it is in the fuse
box. That's because if there is a serious problem with the circuit, the multimeter will complete
the circuit, damaging your meter. Robert Moore started writing professionally in He has
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circuit is overloaded. How to Tell if a Fuse Is Blown Remove the fuse that you suspect to be
blown and visually inspect the center element through the case. Automotive fuse boxes
typically fail due to overheating. There are several causes for overheating, including added
aftermarket electrical accessories or undersized wires or connections that were installed by the
manufacturer, which sometimes result in factory recalls for the installation of new wiring
harnesses and fuse boxes. If you have problems with your electrical system, you can check to
see if your vehicle's fuse box is bad. Keep in mind that you should always use caution when
working with an automobile's electrical system. Raise the hood and remove the battery cable
from the negative terminal. Inspect the fuse box, or power center, located under the hood, often
very near the battery. It has a black plastic lid and houses all the main power breakers. Remove
the cover and inspect the fuses, circuit breakers and relays. Use a wrench to remove the
hold-down bolts that attach the power center to the car. It may also be necessary to remove the
power feed wire from the battery to the power center. Lift the power center and look underneath
for heat marks, or a dark, blue halo discoloration. This is a sure sign that something is wrong
with the box and a connection has failed. Remove the screws that hold the bottom cover in
place. Inspect the connections. If there is damage, replace the power center. Although minor
repairs can be made, it is best to replace the entire center. Use a flashlight to inspect the inside
fuse panel. Some car manufacturers, such as Honda and Mazda, use two inside fuse panels,
one under each side of the dashboard. Remove the access covers and examine the fuses as
well as the wiring going into the fuse panel. Dark, discolored and burned wires are signs of
failure. Wires that have bubbles in the insulation have overheated. The panel and wiring will
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history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Fuses are simple electrical devices that are
designed to stop electronic circuits from being overloaded. They come in many shapes, sizes,
and designs, however, most automotive fuses use a strip of wire that will melt or break if the
amount of current that is passing through it exceeds the amperage rating of the fuse. The fuse
will blow in order to protect the circuit, wiring, and components from possible damage due to
excessive current. When fuses blow or have any issues they can cause problems with functions

and accessories of the vehicle. Usually a bad or blown fuse will produce a few symptoms that
can alert the driver of a potential issue. Fuses are installed in line of specific circuits in order to
protect those circuits from potentially overloading. If those circuits do become overloaded, for
any reason, the fuse will blow and cut off power to the circuit in order to protect it from the
possibility of damage. Another, more direct symptom of a bad fuse is a blown fuse. If the fuse is
bad, upon retrieval and inspection the wire inside of the fuse will broken, burnt, or otherwise
disconnected. A blown fuse will have to be replaced with a new one in order to restore function
to the circuit. A blown fuse should also be investigated to determine what caused the fuse to
blow in the first place. If you find or suspect that one or more of your fuses is blown or may be
having an issue, have the vehicle inspected and diagnosed by a professional technician, to
determine if the fuse should be replaced , and if another problem may be present. The most
popular service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our
certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes,
scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our
certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car
repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. Fuse is blown Another, more
direct symptom of a bad fuse is a blown fuse. Home Articles. The statements expressed above
are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms
of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. Ronnie 30 years of experience. Request Ronnie. He did a great job with my car and
fixed some issues I couldn't figure out for awhile now! Diana 18 years of experience. Request
Diana. Diana provided great professional insight on resolving speciifc issues with my vehicle.
Will definitely recommend to friends and and family. Victor 35 years of experience. Request
Victor. Jimmi 27 years of experience. Request Jimmi. I am not an expert on any electrical work
on vehicle but watching Mr Phillips work and knowledge of his work proofs that is better to have
an expert do the dirty work. He is great. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. How the
Alternator Works in Your Car Your Your car alternator, at its most basic, is what works along
with your battery and the rest of your charging system to keep your car running. Then the
battery Read more. Like Like other electronic systems on your vehicle, your headlights have a
fuse that ensures operation, but also protects against voltage fluctuations. Related questions
wippers stopped working checked fuse seams ok The recommended diagnostic is a
non-working wiper inspection. The mechanic would determine if power is reaching the wiper
motor when the steering column mounted switch is in the "on" position. If there is power to the
motor, and yet no Car stalling when slowing down, speedometer broken, no indoor lights, car
keys inoperable. You may have shorted out a fuse that goes to the radio wiring to the body
computer. Try to disconnect all radio wires except to speakers and see if systems start working
again. You may have wired into the computer My car is moving the Ac get cold if I stop the
signal or park the Ac get hot This is a classic symptom is very common. This reduces the
cooling capacity of your system Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection today! Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. A
fuse is a low-resistance resistor device that protects a circuit from becoming overloaded. It is a
short piece of wire that is designed to melt and break apart when exposed to an excess of
electrical current. A fuse is connected in series to the circuit it protects. A blown fuse usually
causes an electrical short or an overloaded circuit. The most common fuse to burn out in a car
is the 12v power outlet, also known as the cigarette lighter. This is often caused by leaving a
cell phone charger in it for a long time, or because of the occasional stray penny that falls into
an exposed power outlet. A fuse box is located in the car and houses the fuses. Some cars have
multiple fuse boxes with many different fuses. If something electrical in your vehicle suddenly
stops working, start by checking the fuse box and get a certified mechanic to take a look and
diagnose any electrical problems. Most cars have more than one fuse box - some vehicles may
even have three or four. Car manufacturers tend to install fuse boxes in different locations
depending on the make of the car. It is best to refer to your owner's manual to locate the fuse
box you need, and also to determine which fuse controls each circuit. Step 1: Remove the fuse.
With the car completely off, locate the fuse in question and remove it by grabbing it firmly with
the fuse puller stored in the fuse box, or with a pair of needle nose pliers. Step 2: Inspect the
fuse. Hold the fuse up to the light and check the metal wire for signs of damage or a break. If
you see either of these, you will have to replace the fuse. If you do not have a fuse diagram to
locate a specific fuse, you can test each fuse individually with a test light. Step 2: Inspect the
fuse with the test light. Attach the clip for the test light to any bare metal, and use the probe of
the test light to touch each end of a fuse. If the fuse is good, the test light will light up on both
sides of the fuse. If the fuse is bad, only one side will illuminate the test light. Once the

damaged fuse is detected, be sure to replace it with a fuse of the same type and amp rating.
Identifying and replacing a damaged fuse on your own can save you time and money. However,
if the same fuse is blowing repeatedly or if certain electrical components are not working , it is
advisable to enlist a certified mechanic to inspect the electrical system to identify the reason
the fuse keeps blowing and replace the fuse box or fuse for you. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Electric Problems Inspection. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Electric Problems Inspection Cost. Service Location. Part 1 of 4: Locate the fuse box Materials
required Flashlight Needle nose pliers or fuse puller Test light Most cars have more than one
fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four. Part 2 of 4: Visually inspect fuses Most
fuse boxes will have a diagram displaying the name and location of each fuse. Part 3 of 4: Use a
test light If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a specific fuse, you can test each fuse
individually with a test light. Tip : Use a computer-safe test light, preferably one with an LED
light, as probing unknown fuses with an older style test light may draw excessive current. If you
test a fuse for the airbag, it may deploy - so be careful! Part 4 of 4: Replacing the fuse Once the
damaged fuse is detected, be sure to replace it with a fuse of the same type and amp rating. Tip
: Fuses are sold at any auto parts or hardware store or dealership. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Electric Problems Inspection reviews.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jesse 16 years of experience. Request Jesse. Jesse was
great. Good communication on appointment timing. He is a fair and honest guy. I will
recommend him to my friends. I am pleased with my experience with Jesse. He did a thorough
inspection to try to find what caused my car not to start. He explained what he was checking,
along the way, and after every attempt to start the car. He also explained what was needed to,
hopefully, get the car up and running. I would use Jesse if ever I have similar problems in the
future. Nicholas 11 years of experience. Request Nicholas. Super convenient. Mechanic showed
up right on time. Fortunately, our issue was easily resolved with minimal hassle. Awesome
mechanic. Honest and kept me in the loop. Highly recommend this company and Nicholas.
Johnny was on time, honest, professional and very informative. Best experience that I've had in
regards to mechanical work. Johnny was great he saved my family money very nice very
respectful one of the best mechanic I have ever met and seen I will pick him for all future needs.
Andrian 32 years of experience. Request Andrian. Andrian was an excellent mechanic. He
explained the problem to me in detail which was extremely helpful and he resolved the problem
with professionalism and great attention to detail. I will definitely call to book another
appointment with him if my Mercedes has any more issues in the future. I highly recommend
him. This guy is the real deal nit just as a mechanic but as a genuine human being. He goes
above and beyond to ensure that you understand what's happening with your vehicle. Need
Help With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Fuse If your car's
accessories are shutting off on their own or you find a black fuse, you should inspect the car's
fuses and replace broken ones. Read more. So, how long How to Tell If Your Car Switches Are
Dying Since Since every part of your car is controlled or operated by a switch in some fashion,
it is to
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be expected that the switch will eventually fail. Some of the most commonly used switches in
your car are Related questions Airbag light stayed on after battery change The light might have
came on before you disconnected the bad battery due to low voltage to the system. Once you
put in the new battery, the system still has a stored code and the light will be on until My inside
lights won't come on. The dome light is triggered by a switch in your door or the manual switch
on the dashboard or on the fixture itself. Due the fuse being checked and testing good, you are
going to need to test for ESC Off light came on and continued showing This light is indicating a
logged fault in the stability control system on your Kia Rondo. Common issues are generally
wheel speed sensor failures, but this can be determined by having the faults read out of the
ESC module Browse other content. Schedule your Electric Problems Inspection today! Electric
Problems Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

